GLOBAL STANDARDS MAPPING INITIATIVE (GSMI)

GBBC GSMI 4.0

The most comprehensive effort to map and analyze the blockchain and digital assets ecosystem

Interactive Map of Regulatory Developments from 230 Jurisdictions & 6 International Bodies

Taxonomy & Definitions for 350 Key Terms

63 Technical Standards Bodies Advancing Blockchain Developments

Blockchain and Digital Assets Landscape with 2,000+ Stakeholders

Accredited Universities offering 1,500+ Courses & Professional Certifications

Country Spotlight on Brazil

WTIH IN-DEPTH REPORTS ON:

Supply Chain  Sustainability  AI Convergence  Digital Identity

Access GSMI:
GBBCouncil.org/GSMI

@GBBCouncil
@GlobalBlockchainBusinessCouncil (GBBC)
info@gbbcouncil.org